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	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Background: - The only product precedence dependence is on CMI channels 8.5, 10.4, 12, and 13.3 um. - Requirements for accuracy is 3km for ash top height, 2.0 tons/km^2 for ash mass loading, and precision of 2.5 tons/km^2 ash mass loading - Numerous accomplishments since Beta wrt overcoming software & anlaysis shortcomings (e.g. Band 13 for Band 13, missing L1b, LUT updates, CRTM coefs, shortage of ash cases.  One outstanding risk is the shortage of space-based LIDAR measurements (e.g. CALIOP).  - Inherent risks continue wrt INR, nav, co-reg, and striping.Analysis Notes:- For 21 cases analyzed and in general, the Pixel Count for a typical ash episode is less than 100 pixels and certainly less than 500 pixels.  Contrast this against the number pixels in a FD is 23 Million pixels.  - There is no complete filtering of the diurnal cycle due to background cloud cover and land surface complexity.  This leads to the necessary acceptance of increased false alarms.  - There is no confidence level that may be used for filtering on because too many events would be missed.- The most compelling and important episode was not detected by the baseline algorithm.  The dependence on IR wavelengths is the culprit.  - Mean ash best case height bias is -0.38 km for the 21 cases (within 3km spec) and worst case bias of -0.60 km (also within spec)- Height and loading are both within spec for the 21 cases for both best case (1.39 g/m^2 accuracy, 1.92 g/m^2 precision) and worst case (1.8 g/m^2, 1.64 g/m^2) v/s spec (2 g/m^2 & 2.5 g/m^2).  - Comparisons against CALIOP LIDAR height were a mean difference of -5.63 km accuracy (outside 3 km spec).- Comparisons against CALIOP LIDAR loading were a mean difference accuracy of 1.87 g/m^2 (within 2 g/m^2 spec) and precision of 1.38 g/m^2 (within 2.5 g/m^2 spec).- Tangential studies from other satellites and aircraft demonstrate results which are consistent with the findings of this analysis.Analysis Summary & Conclusions:- The ash cloud height product is comfortably within spec for near source volcanic clouds/plumes.- For ash cloud height, out of spec performance is most likely to occur in highly dispersed volcanic ash (this is expected).- Ash mass loading naturally spans many orders of magnitude, so while some very large errors will occur, overall the mass loading product was found to be within the accuracy and precision specifications.- Utility of product in operational settings can cause no harm, but will provide minimal value due to requirements and outdated science.  - ABI and AHI are the 'workhorses' in the most valuable multi-sensor systems (e.g. VOLCAT), so there is certainly dependence on the ABI imagery.  - Excellent summary of advancements over the past ten years.  The users have a strong need for quantitative products.  Smarter algorithms/systems are needed to manage the immense data volumes and successfully find the 'needle in the haystack' ash plume information.  Customer perspective from Washington DC Volcanic Ash Advisory Center (VAAC) at the Satellite Analysis Branch (SAB):  - Analysts use multiple tools especially RGBs, but also VOLCAT and the GOES constellation volcanic ash products.  - SAB is excited about the AWIPS-II depiction of the baseline volcanic ash product, which they currently do not yet have access to... they are stuck in N-AWIPS.  There is a major advantage in seeing the products in AWIPS-II due to overlay capability with other products and to draw & generate in-tool analyses, and benefit from in-tool alert capabilities.  Customer perspective from Lee Byerle with TOWR-S:  - NWS transmission of Vol Ash product via the SBN started January 17, 20918- The medium and high confidence product displays in AWIPS II appear to be clear for the case provided.  Disposition:- The GOES-16 ABI Vol Ash products are approved for Provisional Maturity!  Given this milestone the products will now be made accessible via PDA and CLASS to interested subscribers.  The analysis demonstrated limitations in terms of truth data which are inherent to the subject matter, some limitations of ash plume sizing, and finally practical limitations of requirement (e.g Fuego case with no detection).  - The level of expertise, completeness, and thorough analysis is truly impressive and appreciated.  This was an excellent, high quality presentation of analysis, interpretation, and next steps.  The panel appreciated the related discussions regarding customer utility and the alternative multi-sensor system initiatives.  The presentation was a very fair and honest interpretation of the ABI Vol Ash current performance status.  - Suggestion for README:  Include links to the VOLCAT multi-sensor fusion products (including stated level of hourly support).  - It appears the VOLCAT system offers the most value to customers, so the PI is highly encouraged by the panel to pursue funding to transition VOLCAT to an operational setting/platform.  - Path to full validation is straight forward (examine additional cases); however, it is a burdensome process to execute any of these analysis.  GOES-R Program and the PI should consider cost/value in pursuing full validation.  ACTION:  PRO Lead, Program Science, PSE, AWG Lead, GOES-R PAL, OSGS GEO PM, and PI need to caucus on approach RE full validation.  The decision on whether to engage in full validation analysis will be highly dependent upon funding/schedule/integration for getting VOLCAT to an operational setting.  Caucus should occur before FY is over ~Sept 1, 2018.  ACTION:  Wayne MacKenzie due Sept 1, 2018.  Examine Vol Ash product readiness for Mode 6.  
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	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: This Provisional PS-PVR is for the ABI L2 product Volcanic Ash.  The form is auto-checking the Vertical Temperature Profile product, but it is not part of this review.
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